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One of the most terrifying experiences I have ever had is a major hack of 
my computer. It’s a form of psychic rape in which every single relationship 
you have ...with potentially hundreds of people...becomes compromised 
when they receive a series of (apparently always two) messages.  
 
The first message expresses a desire to get back in touch, and “softens up” 
the potential  victim of the scam, including using terms hacked from a 
recent note the victim has written , and a request for an unspecified favour.  
 
The second bulk email to all of your contacts (often after they have 
unwittingly responded to the first) asks for a gift of $300 worth of credit 
cards or something similar.  
 
As I had no previous knowledge of how such scams worked, I was frankly 
terrified to see that every relationship I had with online friends, family and 
business connections was immediately compromised.  
 
Fortunately my second son, who moved back in with me three months ago, 
has a degree in Artificial Intelligence, and knew how to deal with the 
problem.   
 
First, it is necessary to change the password  for one’s computer, which 
is  done through the service provider. Second, all contacts (which are listed 
alphabetically on one’s computer)  are divided into groups of 100, as that is 
the maximum number which can be contacted at one go. (Ironically, this is 
to make hacking a computer more difficult.)  
 
Then each group is collectively sent an e-mail explaining that the computer 
has been hacked, and to disregard any previous message(s) that day.  
After doing this with my son’s help, I still found that a large number of 
people had somehow not been listed, so they had to be contacted 
individually. 
 
Many replied to the first hacked email by saying, “Sure, what favour did you 
want?”  



But as far as I know, once I had spent most of two days frantically 
responding to puzzled or irate emails, no one had actually fallen for the 
complete scam.  
 
My son told me that Internet scams area multi-million dollar criminal 
business. Sometimes a scammer will target multiple computers at one time, 
with a large number of people being willing to help their supposed “friend in 
distress”. The email sent from my hacked computer said I was travelling 
with my niece and had run out of money, so could they please help. The 
number of my actual contacts who were willing to help was large, so it took 
many hours of explaining about the hack.  
 
I was extremely distressed and unable to think straight, and I do not know 
what I would have done if my son had not been here to help. 
  
I suspect that cyber crimes of this sort may be enabled  by people being 
more homebound and isolated during Covid...and also, those who receive 
requests for help may be more willing than they usually would be to help..  
I still have to contact my server provider and tell them about the hack. It is 
possible, my older son says, that the hacker still has a secret login to my 
computer somewhere , but the service provider can detect this and remove 
it.  
 
This  strikes me as a particularly low form of theft as ones friends and 
relatives are the targets, and the softer-hearted among them are the 
likeliest to send money to a friend in distress. So the generous and caring 
are the likeliest targets. Although of course the person ostensibly receiving 
the help also would feel terrible that they had been the unwitting route of a 
friend or relative being duped.  
 
The weekend’s worth of explanatory email and phone calls  and extreme 
stress was one of the most difficult things I have ever gone through. The 
scammers target one’s entire support system at one fell swoop.   
 
So if you ever have reason to feel that you have been hacked, remember, 
1) change your password  
2) notify your contacts  
3) notify your service provider (Microsoft, g-mail etc.)  
 


